No.RFT/IND/048/IAO/JM/18-19

Dated: 11th June 2018

CORRIGENDUM-II


1. Last date for submission of Tender is extended to 19th June 2018 upto 15.00 hours.

2. The Technical bids will be opened at 15.30 hours on 19th June 2018. Bidders or Authorized representative will be allowed to witness.

3. **Please find the below changes:-**

   **Form for Financial Bid**
   **FOR:** Guarantee / Warranty : 12 Months
   **READ:** Guarantee / Warranty: 60 Months for entire installation and 25 years for solar module

   **Terms and Conditions**
   **FOR:**
   **Guarantee and Replacement:**
   a) For a period of (12) Twelve months
   h) Even while twelve months guarantee applied.

   **READ:**
   06. Guarantee and Replacement: b) For a period of (60) sixty months
   h) Even while sixty months guarantee applied.

4. Other terms and conditions are remain same.

5. The corrected Form for Financial Bids and Terms & Conditions are uploaded in our Web Portal.

   [Signature]
   K.P. Vishnu Vardhan
   Stores & Purchase Officer

---
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